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azure striker gunvolt marks the first time the genre has been adapted to a 3d environment, rather than being limited to a side-scrolling perspective. the game features a 2d overworld and the player-character, gunvolt, moves along side
the overworld in a 3d environment. the overworld also features a day and night cycle, with the player traveling at faster speeds at night. azure striker gunvolt is set in dendall, a world populated by human and monster inhabitants. in the
game, the player controls gunvolt, a protagonist who is a weapon-wielding human who can turn into an electric blue version of himself using a special item called the "gunvolt gear". the game features three different gameplay modes:
the overworld, the arena, and the story mode. in the overworld, the player traverses stages from the first stage to the final stage, while clearing stages in the arena. in story mode, the player traverses stages from the second stage to the
final stage, meeting characters and rescuing others along the way. the story mode has the player confront the antagonist, who has a special weapon called the "dio's will", to prevent him from destroying the world. the main character,
gunvolt, can be customized by equipping various items. gunvolt's electric blue color is represented by his palette. he can equip a number of items, including a special item called the "gunvolt gear", a special ability called the "gunvolt
pulse" (which allows gunvolt to transform into an electric blue version of himself), and a special weapon called "gunvolt's will".
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the game's combat relies on quick thinking, as a single mistake can lead to instant death. to keep opponents from fleeing, the game features a start button that will automatically follow them around until they enter a designated area.
this will allow you to either keep them from escaping or attack them before they even have a chance to jump away. this mechanic is very effective in certain situations, like when facing the crow in the level "death by crow." the music and

sound design are first-rate and completely complement the game. the settings are also well-designed. (it looks like the original game was designed for an arcade cabinet.) the game's boss battles are exciting, though a little easier than
the azure striker fans would have liked. another feature unique to the game is the ability to use zero-g, and the gravity system. essentially, zero-g is a teleport system that allows gunvolt to instantly move from one part of the level to
another. there are a number of ways that you can use it. in some levels, you can use it to simply teleport to a better position, while in others, like the final boss battle, you can use it to reach previously inaccessible areas. the gravity

system works similarly: you can control gunvolt's movements and attacks so that you can create a variety of attacks, combos, and stage-specific "tricks" that would be impossible otherwise. and perhaps most importantly, you can alter
the gravity in the game world via a new special attack that is triggered by inputting a command into the touch screen. all of these things are what make the game unique and fun. although mighty gunvolt will likely never reach the

heights of azure striker, it manages to be a worthwhile trip into the past. its easy to pick up, deep in its mechanics, and just plain fun. in this case, the future really is now. 5ec8ef588b
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